Abstract-It is well known that body fat distribution and obesity are important risk factors for type 2 diabetes. Prediction of type 2 diabetes using a combination of anthropometric measures remains a controversial issue. This study aims to predict the fasting plasma glucose (FPG) status that is used in the diagnosis of type 2 diabetes by a combination of various measures among Korean adults. A total of 4870 subjects (2955 females and 1915 males) participated in this study. Based on 37 anthropometric measures, we compared predictions of FPG status using individual versus combined measures using two machine-learning algorithms. The values of the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve in the predictions by logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier based on the combination of measures were 0.741 and 0.739 in females, respectively, and were 0.687 and 0.686 in males, respectively. Our results indicate that prediction of FPG status using a combination of anthropometric measures was superior to individual measures alone in both females and males. We show that using balanced data of normal and high FPG groups can improve the prediction and reduce the intrinsic bias of the model toward the majority class.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HERE is an increase in the prevalence of type 2 diabetes mellitus, and therefore, the disease is recognized as a major global public health problem [1] - [3] . Generally, obesity and overweight induced type 2 diabetes mellitus [4] , and most patients with type 2 diabetes, which account for >90% of patients with diabetes, are obese [5] . Various anthropometric measures, such as body mass index (BMI), waist circumference (WC), waist-to-height ratio (WHtR), and waist-to-hip ratio (WHR or HWcR) used to signify general obesity and regional adiposity, have been used to examine the association of anthropometric characteristics with cardiovascular disease [6] - [14] , metabolic syndrome [15] - [17] , and type 2 diabetes [14] , [18] - [30] . Recently, in many studies, anthropometric measures have been emphasized as simple and important predictors for obesity-related diseases [8] - [14] . Numerous studies on the association of anthropometric measures with type 2 diabetes have been carried out in many countries. For instance, many epidemiologic studies have suggested that HWcR has good predictive power for type 2 diabetes compared with other anthropometric parameters in Tehranian adult men [25] and women [28] , Taiwanese men [31] , Vietnamese [3] , and Iraqis [32] . WHtR was a better predictor compared with other measures in Taiwanese women [31] , Singaporean women [33] , German men [20] , [24] , and in a meta-analysis study [26] conducted on previous ten studies. WC showed superiority over other anthropometric measures in the prediction of type 2 diabetes in British women [14] , [29] , U.S. men [18] , German women [20] , German men and women [21] , Indian men and women [22] , and in a biracial cohort (African-American and White) [30] . Another study suggested that BMI was the best predictor for diabetes in Pima Indian women and men [19] . On the contrary, some studies did not confirm these results, demonstrating that BMI, WHR, WC, and WHtR were all shown to have equal or similar predictive powers for the risk of type 2 diabetes in Jamaican men and women [27] , German men [21] , and in a meta-analysis [34] of 32 studies.
However, the accuracy of prediction using a combination of anthropometric measures to diagnose type 2 diabetes remains a controversial issue [2] , [23] , [26] , [27] , [29] , [30] , [32] - [37] . Several studies have investigated whether a combination of anthropometric measures can improve the prediction of the risk factor of type 2 diabetes by comparing with single predictors. These studies found that the inclusion of two or three measures did not increase the predictive power [26] , [27] , [29] , [30] . However, some studies suggested that the combination of BMI and other measures, such as biceps skin-fold thickness or WC, gives reliable prediction of obesity-related diseases [2] , [35] - [37] . Further, in spite of the same measure, the superior predictors differed based on small differences of the site at which they are measured in the body [14] , [38] - [40] . For instance, the study by Bosy-Westphal et al. [39] found that the WC rib among WC rib, WC middle, and WC iliac crest was a better predictor for abdominal fat distribution and cardiometabolic risk in both genders. The studies by Wang et al. [38] and Lean et al. [40] argued that WC measured immediately above the iliac crest or measured at the narrowest waist (midway between the lowest rib and the iliac crest) is a powerful predictor of health risk. This means that more number of specific sites in the body must be measured to predict obesity-related diseases. It seems that the reason for these controversies and discussions is the differences owing to regions and ethnicities [4] , [23] , gender and age [28] , and precise site measured [14] , [38] , [39] .
The aim of this study was to investigate whether a combination of various anthropometric measures that are measured in a greater number of specific sites in the body can improve the predictive power of diagnosing type 2 diabetes in Korean women and men, irrespective of additional information, such as blood tests. Furthermore, we explored the prediction using balanced data of the same normal and high fasting plasma glucose (FPG) groups (called a case-control study) to reduce the intrinsic bias of the model toward the majority class. To our knowledge, so far, no study provides the analysis of predictive powers of type 2 diabetes by a combination of anthropometric measures in the Korean people.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Subjects
In this study, we analyzed data from 4870 subjects (2955 females and 1915 males) aged 31-90 years from the Korean Health and Genome Epidemiology study database (KHGES).
The KHGES routinely measures weight, height, and circumferences of regional sites of the body by trained observers according to standardized protocols. Weight is measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using digital scales, height is measured to the nearest 0.1 cm (GL-150; G Tech International Co., Ltd., Uijeongbu, Korea) in barefoot and wearing slight clothes only, and circumferences of eight regional sites of the body from forehead to hip are measured to the nearest 0.1 cm in the standing position using a meter tape. BMI is calculated as the weight (kg) divided by the square of the height (m). The circumferences of eight regional sites of the body are measured at the levels of the glabella and occiput (forehead circumference, FC), the thyroid cartilage and cricoid cartilage (neck circumference, NC), the left and right axilla (axillary circumference, AC), the left and right nipples (chest circumference, CC), the left and right seventh and eighth prominence of costochondral junction (rib circumference, RC), the umbilicus (WC), the left and right anterior superior iliac spines (pelvic circumference, PC), and the upper edge of the pubis (hip circumference, HC) [41] . After measuring the circumferences of the eight regional sites, we calculated the ratio between the two sites and obtained a total of 25 ratios.
To diagnose type 2 diabetes, we used the recommendations of the 1990 World Health Organization report [42] and the American Association of Clinical Endocrinologists [43] . Type 2 diabetes is defined as FPG of greater than 110 mg/dl (high FPG status) and/or physician-diagnosed. We carried out all statistical analyses and classification experiments for females and males separately, because gender is a significant effect modifier in the association of anthropometric measures with incident diabetes [44] . Baseline characteristics by gender and measures are shown in Table I . The National Institute of Health Ethics and the Institutional Review Board of the Korean Health and Genomic Study approved the study, and all the subjects gave written informed consent.
B. Experimental Design
All the analyses were performed using SPSS version 19 for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis data mining software [45] .
In the prediction using the combination of measures and the individual measures, logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier were used to evaluate the predictive power of anthropometric measures from body shape to diagnose high FPG status, since the classifiers showed the best results in pre-experiments using various classification techniques. Data were standardized with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of one. The area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC or AROC) for each model was calculated and used as the primary criterion to judge the predictive power of the parameter for risk of type 2 diabetes.
In the prediction using the combination of measures, we adopted the variable selection technique to find the optimal combination of variables for more powerful and efficient prediction and to reduce model complexity. Correlation-based feature selection based on the conception that "good variable subsets include variables highly correlated with the response variable yet uncorrelated with each other" [46] - [48] was used with greedy stepwise search. The prediction experiments by the combination of measures were carried out by logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier after applying entropy-based multi-interval discretization introduced by Fayyad and Irani [49] .
To improve prediction accuracy and to overcome bias of the model toward the majority class from imbalanced data, we considered the synthetic minority oversampling technique (SMOTE), introduced by Chawla et al. [50] , because oversampling by simple duplication of samples of the minority class or undersampling of samples of the majority class may not solve the inherent problem that leads to bias of the model toward the majority class [51] . Many machine-learning algorithms may not handle the imbalance problem of majority and minority classes [52] . So, when new samples come into the model, the samples can be predicted into the majority class by the model owing to the bias toward the majority class [53] , [54] . In this experiment, the SMOTE technique generates synthetic positive samples using the 5-nearest neighborhood to the minority class, and then, the number of samples is the same in both the minority and majority classes.
All experiments in this study were performed using tenfold cross validation. For the tenfold cross validation, the dataset is divided into ten approximately equal parts, thus guaranteeing that the two classes are distributed proportionally to each of the ten subsets. After the model was built using nine subsets (called the training dataset), we predict the labels of the remaining one subset (called the validation dataset). This process is iterated ten times with each subset taking the role of the validation dataset. Table II shows the analysis of the predictive power (AUCs) of individual measures for predicting normal and high FPG status using logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier, and Table III lists AUCs and detailed performances of the combination of measures in the original data.
III. RESULTS
A. Prediction of Glucose Status by a Combination of Measures
Models for females had greater AUC than those for males in both logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier. The predictive power of type 2 diabetes improved with the combination of measures compared with that of individual measures. In the analysis of the predictive power of individual measures, AUC values in females ranged from 0.47 (NPcR) to 0.692 (HRcR) in the models by logistic regression and from 0.493 (WRcR) to 0.692 (HRcR) in the models by naive Bayes classifier. The values for males ranged from 0.449 (CNcR) to 0.65 (HWcR) in the models by logistic regression and ranged from 0.462 (CNcR) to 0.649 (HWcR) in the models by naive Bayes classifier. In the analysis of predictive power of the combination of measures, AUC values in the predictions by logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier in females were 0.741 and 0.739, respectively, and in males, they were 0.687 and 0.686, respectively. In the female model, after carrying out the variable selection technique based on all measures, AGE, NFcR, CFcR, RFcR, CHcR, HRcR, and HWcR were included in the prediction model. In the male model, AGE, NC, WC, NFcR, AFcR, RFcR, NHcR, WAcR, WCcR, CHcR, HRcR, and HWcR were included in the prediction model.
Comparing the two models by logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier showed similar predictive powers in the AUC criterion for both female and male groups. However, in terms of imbalanced data of highly different numbers of cases and controls, the models by naive Bayes classifier were better than those by logistic regression in predicting high FPG status in both genders. Models by logistic regression tended to be biased in favor of the majority group, while models by naive Bayes classifier tended to be less biased. For example, in Female in Table III , logistic regression showed that the sensitivity in the normal class including major subjects was 0.991, but the sensitivity of the high FPG class including minor subjects was 0.049. A naive Bayes classifier showed that the sensitivities of the normal and high FPG classes were 0.794 and 0.517, respectively (see sensitivity and 1-specificity in Table III ).
B. Comparison of Predictive Power in Original Data and Balanced Data
Most of the studies on classification using medical data have the problem of a naturally occurring imbalanced data [55] , [56] . For example, in our data, imbalance in our data were 2510 of normal group versus 445 of high FPG group in females and 1456 of normal group versus 459 of high FPG group in males. This problem leads to poor classification results, because machine learning is normally formulated with the assumption of balanced data [55] . Table IV lists detailed performances of logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier using balanced data that are formed from original data samples by the SMOTE technique. Two machine-learning algorithms showed the same predictive power (AUC of 0.937) in females and similar predictive power in males (0.724 by logistic regression and 0.713 by naive Bayes classifier). Predictive power using the balanced data in females was greatly improved when compared with the original data, but it was somewhat improved in the males. In the case of balanced data, AGE, HEIGHT, WEIGHT, FC, NC, RFcR, ANcR, and WRcR measures were included in the model for females. In males, AGE, HEIGHT, NC, AC, NFcR, RFcR, NHcR, RAcR, WAcR, WCcR, CHcR, HRcR, and HWcR measures were included in the model. We think that the cause of the improvements of the prediction accuracy was the use of balanced datasets, not the use of different variables, because when variables selected from balanced data sets used in the experiment using imbalanced datasets, prediction performances did not improve.
IV. DISCUSSION
In a previous study, Sargeant et al. [27] argued that all prediction performances of incident diabetes in males were better than in females, while other studies showed that prediction performance in females is better than in males [31] , [44] , which is similar to our study. Our results indicated that prediction performances in females were higher than that in males in both individual measures and a combination of measures and in both original data and in balanced data.
Regarding the comparison of WHR and WC as predictors of type 2 diabetes, several studies indicate that for a given WC, a smaller hip circumference is associated with an increased risk for type 2 diabetes [44] , [57] , [58] and suggested that hip circumference measurement can enhance the prediction performance of type 2 diabetes [2] . Similarly, in this study, CHcR, HRcR, and HWcR measurements related to hip circumference in females showed a good predictive power compared with other measures, and similarly, HRcR and HWcR in males.
In the comparison of prediction performances using a combination or inclusion of two or more anthropometric measures, several studies argued that the combination of measures did not increase the predictive power or that it was similar to that of individual measures [23] , [26] , [27] , [29] , [30] . However, some studies mentioned that the combination of measures improved the predictive power for type 2 diabetes [2] , [35] - [37] . The results in Tables II and III demonstrate that the combinations of measurements clearly improve the prediction performance. The highest AUC among individual measures were 0.693 in HRcR (in females) and 0.65 in HWcR (in males), whereas AUC of the combination of measures were 0.741 by logistic regression and 0.739 by naive Bayes classifier in females and 0.687 by logistic regression and 0.686 by naive Bayes classifier in males. One of the reasons for the difference between the previous study and our study is probably the number of parameters measured. Previous studies used a combination of only 2-4 measures using simple and intuitive combination by the authors, but our study used a combination of several measures by the variable selection technique.
Additionally, most classification algorithms or machinelearning algorithms including logistic regression are weak in terms of the problem of unbalanced cases and controls. Models built by samples that are composed of many subjects of the majority class and few subjects of the minority class commonly lead to biased results that show lower predictive power for the minority class, but higher predictive power for the majority class. In Table III , sensitivity and 1-specificity by logistic regression in both females and males were leaning toward a large number of normal subjects, whereas those by naive Bayes classifier were less affected. In Table IV , models by logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier in balanced data showed better predictive powers for normal and high FPG status than models of the original data and a bias toward the majority class was reduced in the models by both logistic regression and naive Bayes classifier.
V. SUMMARY
The association of type 2 diabetes with various characteristics, such as anthropometric measures, blood pressure, and characteristics derived from interviews, were carried out in several studies. On the other hand, other studies performed the association of type 2 diabetes with some characteristics of only anthropometric measures. This study focused only anthropometric measurements. Recently, anthropometric measurements have been recommended as alternatives to predict future diseases in public health and clinical practice. Although CT, MRI, and dual-energy X-ray absorptiometry techniques have high capability for fat distribution measurements, the techniques are costly and invasive. Anthropometry is commonly used in diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular disease studies because anthropometric parameters have high applicability in large population studies and have moderate capability for total body fat measurement.
Our findings have indicated that a combination of anthropometric measures can clearly improve the predictive power for normal and high FPG status when compared with individual measures, and prediction experiments using balanced data of normal and high FPG subjects can improve the prediction performance and reduce the intrinsic bias of the model toward the majority class. A combination of predictors in this study can be applied as a preliminary health-screening tool to detect the high risk of type 2 diabetes. If patients or individuals were diagnosed as at risk for diabetes by the models, they may reduce the risk by individual strategies for a healthier lifestyle, such as healthy eating habits and exercises and can be accurately diagnosed through blood tests.
The limitation of this study is that it cannot establish a causeeffect relationship because of the cross-sectional nature of the data. In addition, our models may cause incorrect diagnosis for high FPG status because the data in this study are based on a limited number of Korean subjects. In a future study, we need to decide the optimal cutoff point between sensitivity and specificity in the AUC analysis and establish the health-related cutoffs for major anthropometric measures in the Korean people.
